SALISH SEA EXPEDITIONS
STUDENT CONTRACT
Congratulations! You are about to embark on an AMAZING, FUN,
UNIQUE and AWESOME adventure. You will likely experience
things you never have before! You will take the helm of a giant
boat, become a salty oceanographer collecting samples with
scientific equipment, prepare meals for your class mates, sleep on
islands, see wildlife, navigate channels, analyze data, play games
and MUCH MORE!
ADVENTURE is defined as “an exciting and unusual experience” and “a bold, usually risky undertaking of
unknown outcome.” Sounds exciting right? It is! We will work together as a team as we face new and
exciting challenges. We will rely on each other, both staff and students, to maintain the safety of
ourselves and the group as a whole. It may be cold, windy and rainy, or it may be clear and calm. You
will be asked to challenge yourself and accomplish new feats. You will be in close quarters with your
classmates… or several days. You will be asked to leave your phone and all electronics at home. We are
building the parts and pieces for an incredible and memorable experience that would be impossible
without these challenges.
So, GET EXCITED and GET READY and please complete the following.
I ______________________________________ have read and acknowledge the challenges listed above.
Printed Name
§ I agree to participate fully in all aspects of my trip and be open to new and different experiences.
§ I agree to respect the authority of the teachers, chaperones, and Salish crew, and the rules of the
vessel Carlyn, and I understand that these rules exist for the benefit of my group.
§ I will take responsibility for my own safety and comfort and will be proactive in ensuring both.
§ I agree to leave my phone and other electronics at home.
In addition, I understand I may ask questions of Salish Sea Expeditions Crew regarding any concerns. I
recognize that I am voluntarily embarking on this expedition.

Student Signature____________________________________________ Date _____________________

